Review 1: I’ve had my iPhone 7 for close to a month now, and feel like I know it well enough to write a knowledgeable review of it. My previous phone was a BlackBerry Z30.

First I have to say is that I’ve been working at a factory on a 20 plus acre complex that employs about 700 people in Worcester MA for 6 years now. It is common knowledge among us, that the only carrier with a constantly reliable signal at this plant is AT&T.

That having been said, my Z30 could go on Verizon’s network with a signal anywhere from no signal to 2 bars of 4 G, with the average being about 1 bar of 3G, and no signal being more common than a 4 G signal.

The IPhone 7 is much worse. The range is between no signal to 1 bar of 3 G, the average being about 1 bar of 1X, and no signal being the most common of all. I could just shut it off, it’s that bad. I really didn’t know I had it so good with the Z30.

So, if you plan on using this phone in a weak signal area, I would recommend you get different phone, because this phone’s antenna is also weak!

Next is, I miss the BlackBerry Hub, all communications in one place. Phone, e-mail and messaging, all together in chronological order, or separate also in order.

I’ve installed Yahoo mail and get widgets of my e-mail on my home screen. Usually just one line of each new e-mails, but doesn’t get fully down-load it into e-mail app. So, if I’m at work and get an e-mail I want to read in its entirety, I have to wait for my hopefully 1 bar of 1X to do it. The Apple’s e-mail app was just as bad, it just doesn’t do the widgets. Not HAPPY! My old BlackBerry put everything into the hub without me asking for it to do it! When there was no signal, it would constantly look for one, and when it found one, it would do whatever was needed to be done. No input from me needed. It also had the battery power to do it all day. Happy with the IPhone battery so far.

I also don’t like that everything the IPhone does is cloud based, I get next to no signal 45 plus hours a week, the cloud is useless!

If I sound like I miss my old BlackBerry. I do, but I’m still trying my best to adjust to this IPhone. The jury is still out.

Review 2: I’m still offended by Apple playing the SLR card.

Even the iphone 6 at its 8MP actually looks better than the iphone 7 at 12MP for macros, and other outdoor shots.

The stabilization added in the 7 will help but in any form of action shot, it would be blurry and under low light indoors, all iphones are quite poor.

I doubt we’ll see a xenon flash on the iphone 8, perhaps the 9? This of course leaves the Lumia 1020 pureview 41mp a superior shot and actually the stabilization is better there too. Alas, there is not always an app for that, with windows mobile.

If you have an older iphone, wait it out. Grab a pentax q-s1 for cheap and fun shots (along with a wifi SD card).

Review 3: Excellent! But I don't understand why it had a Verizon SIM card in it. Phone still worked with my carrier when I replaced the SIM card though. So I'm thrilled!! Came brand spanking new with all the stuff inside. Took like 3-4 days rather than 2. But that's alright. Just happy I actually got my phone and not a locked one! Thank you guys !

Review 4: Honestly I love the upgrade I made to the iPhone 7 (from iPhone 6). It is fast with the latest IOS 10 and loving the 128gb. I would not recommend getting the lowest space possible which is 32gb because it sucked having the 16gb iPhone 6. Also they did a study saying the 32gb model is slower as well. The one downside I have about the phone is the phone is missing the headphone jack, but they removed it so the phone could be water resistant and so they could put in a better vibration to the phone. They also removed the home button the takes place in every iPhone before the 7, but they replaced it with a touch button that tricks you into thinking it's a real button. Don't get this phone if you already have the iPhone 6S because it will not be a huge upgrade. PS. The pictures are ones I took on this phone, not pictures of the phone.
Review 5: To all smart phone users looking for a device that has an operating system that is simplistic, yet powerful - the iPhone 7 is the phone for you.

Upon purchasing iPhone 7, users will quickly realize that the technology that has been built into this phone makes a noticeable impact on the overall user experience. The technology used makes everyday life easier, and allows the user to utilize their time more efficiently.

Impactful Technology
- 12MP camera
- A10 Fusion chip
- Touch ID

These three features give the iPhone 7 the ability to improve the ease with which the user operates the phone. The 12MP camera is great for capturing all of life’s most memorable events. The clarity and zoom capability of the camera gives the user the ability to pull out their phone and snap a photo, or take a video, in a matter of seconds. The speed at which you are able to open the camera and snap a picture can be directly related to the A10 Fusion chip that is inside the iPhone 7. This chip is the fastest processor that Apple has released, allowing the phone to operate at incredible speeds. The processor allows multitasking between various applications without any delays in output. Touch ID allows all the phones features to be accessible by simply scanning the users finger. This is a feature that is convenient and efficient.

Missing Technology
- 3.5-mm stereo headphone jack

The absence of the 3.5-mm stereo headphone jack is the reason this phone is described as “nearly perfect”. In order to use headphones, they must be connected through the lightning port via a Lightning to 3.5-mm Headphone Adapter. The adapter’s small size makes it easy to misplace. Apple left out this feature in order to make the phone thinner, but this makes the phone unable to charge while playing audio through headphones.

The noticeable inconvenience of this problem, however, quickly fades within a few weeks, as keeping track of the adapter becomes easier. The user will also become more conscious about charging the phone when not using headphones.

As you can see, this iPhone 7 has a long list of benefits and can make a big impact on the daily life of the user. I would recommend this product to anyone, especially those looking for a phone that will make day to day life simpler and more efficient.

Review 6: The iPhone7 is a very nice phone overall. Most of all, it got better speakers from the iPhone6s, thanks to the missing headphone; however, when charging the battery, we can't listen to music, which could be disadvantageous. As for the battery, iPhone 7 features 14% larger battery compared to iPhone 6, but the battery dropped 40% when all I do is listen to music for an hour, which I think could be because the engine fast and quick, so it affects the battery life. Regarding the camera, the quality is amazing, and it's 1.5 times clearer and the zoom is better than before. As for the sensitivity of the screen, I felt inconvenient when I swipe left or right because the screen didn't move sometimes. Especially, when I used iCloud Drive, the screen was stuck in the iCloud Drive a few times, so this is nonsense for one of the greatest smart phones. Most of all, I like the 3D touch action, and the solid-state home button. Therefore, on a scale of 1-4. I'll give 4 stars because I think they just have to work on the sensitivity of the screen and battery life; however, I like the design, a nice camera, a fast engine, and the 3D touch action.

Review 7: iPhone 7
Each year, Apple Inc. launches a better version of the iPhone into the market. I agree, the iPhone 7 is the highest preforming smartphone in the market to date. The A10 Fusion chip, whose function is to power
the iPhone 7, is comprised of four distinct cores: two low-energy cores designed for easier tasks while ensuring low power usage and two high-performance cores to handle the most intense tasks. When testing my iPhone 7, I noticed that it had an internal storage of 128GB and the speed of some personal computers. The phone is ideal for university students who are always on the go and store everything on their phones. This is a pretty big deal since one of the biggest issues with the iPhone's was storage.

Design
The iPhone 7 has an elegant new design that comes in five finishes, silver, gold, rose gold, black, and jet black. The black finish is characterized by an anodized matte look. The jet black finish is consummated through anodization and innovative polish, perfecting its glossy finish. An exclusively and perfectly reengineered enclosure makes the phone water resistant while offering maximum protection against dust, spills, or even splashes.

Screen
The iPhone 7 screen is more improved as compared to iPhone 6s, which makes it comfortable for the user even in the harsh midday glare. For instance, I can comfortably read an article in the sunlight using my phone. Also, the screen is capable of supporting a wider gamut of color, making videos, as well as photos to pop with saturated and vivacious hue.

Apps
Launching Apps on the iPhone 7 is quicker than other Smartphones. Its processor works very fast and is capable of running high graphic games and supporting convoluted photo-editing applications. The iPhone's battery is capable of lasting longer than a day when used normally.

Camera
The iPhone 7 is built with a single 12-megapixel iSight camera whose performance is incomparable to that of the iPhone 6s. The aperture lens of this phone is wider, f1.8, allowing penetration of more light, making it possible to take better photos in the dark or low-light. The iPhone 7 is comprised of an optical image stabilizer that was initially limited to only superior Plus Smartphone models. Also, the phone has a TrueTone flash which is brighter when compared to that of iPhone 6s. The color of the photos is remarkable on the iPhone 7 due to the P3 color gamut. Its distinctive features, such as the iOS 10 can allow a third-party application to effectively access RAW data from its iSight camera. All these features put the iPhone 7 at the top of the list when it comes to smartphones.